**Archaeology**

**materials**

*Folder 1: Activity Sheets / Information Sheets/ DVD*

**Activity Sheets:**
- Archaeology: Descriptive Essay
- Artifacts of the Physical and Chemical Kind
- Grid the Site (Math Worksheet)
- Southeastern Indian Pottery Match
- Investigating an Artifact

**Information Sheets:**
- Digging Deeper into Archaeology
- INTRODUCTION to Archaeology
- Vocabulary
- The Alabama Anthropological Society

*DVD: Sherdy the Storyteller*

*Folder 2: Archaeological Process Activity*

**Archaeological Dig: From Start to Finish**
- Archaeological Dig – Artifact Log Sheet
  - Dig Activity: ziplock bag of sand, tray with artifacts (glued down), 2 spoons, 2 brushes

**Soil Stratigraphy Activity Sheet**
- Stratigraphy Information Sheet
  - 4 containers, with different artifacts inside (lids/artifacts glued down)

**Archaeological Process and Tools Match**
- Photographs (7)

**Whose Garbage, Is It?**
- 2 bag of trash w/ 6 pieces of trash inside each.
  - Bag 1 – designed for kid/teen, Bag 2 – designed for an adult

*Motels of Mysteries (Book)*

**Archaeologists Dig for Clues:** (5) books and discussion sheet